2008: a decisive year of MODEM's evolution

Moving in our new facilities at Ury, very significative increase of turnover related to large contract award with IMD (India) and MMD (Malaysia), achievement of a new concept of an automatic launcher called Robotsonde have been the main milestones of 2008.

World major actor in the field of radiosounding, MODEM reinforce his position year after year with an production in constant progression representing today more than 30,000 radiosondes per year.

Robotsonde overview

This new concept of automatic launcher has been developped to facilitate operator's tasks allowing full automatic unmanned soundings:

- 6 Unmanned soundings
- Programmable timetable (Night, Week-end...)
- Compatible with Helium and Hydrogen
- Operators safety is guaranteed particularly when using hydrogen gas
- Affordable price level

Incoming event

As every year, MODEM will exhibit at the American Meteorological Society 89th annual meeting to be held in Phoenix - Arizona - USA - 11 to 15 January 2009
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